We give an explicit Gröbner basis for the ideal of the tangent cone at any T -fixed point of a Richardson variety in the Symplectic Grassmannian, thus generalizing a result of Ghorpade and Raghavan.
Introduction
The Symplectic Grassmannian and Richardson varieties in it are defined in §2. Schubert and opposite Schubert varieties are special cases of Richardson varieties. The local properties of Schubert-varieties at any T -fixed point determine the local properties at all other points, because of the B-action; but this does not extend to Richardson varieties, since Richardson varieties only have a Taction.
In [4] , Ghorpade and Raghavan provide (with respect to certain conveniently chosen term orders) an explicit gröbner basis for the ideal of the tangent cone at any T -fixed point of a Schubert variety in the Symplectic Grassmannian. In this paper, we generalize the result of [4] to the case of Richardson varieties in the Symplectic Grassmannian. Analogous work for Richardson varieties in the Orthogonal Grassmannian has been done by Upadhyay in [7] .
In [2] , Kreiman gives an explicit gröbner basis for the ideal of the tangent cone at any T -fixed point of a Richardson variety in the Ordinary Grassmannian, thus generalizing a result of [1] . The proof given in [2] is based on a generalization of the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence, which Kreiman calls the bounded RSK (BRSK). In [5] , we had proved that the map BRSK of [2] and the mapπ of [1] are actually the same maps. In this paper, we use the map BRSK of [2] to obtain an explicit gröbner basis for the ideal of The T -fixed points of M d (V ) are parametrized by I(d) (as explained in §2 of [4] ). The B-orbits (as well as B − -orbits) of M d (V ) are naturally indexed by its T -fixed points: each B-orbit (as well as B − -orbit) contains one and only one such point. Let α ∈ I(d) be arbitrary and let e α denote the corresponding T -fixed point of M d (V ). The Zariski closure of the B (resp. B − ) orbit through e α , with canonical reduced scheme structure, is called a Schubert variety (resp. opposite Schubert variety), and denoted by X α (resp. X α ). For α, γ ∈ I(d), the scheme-theoretic intersection X γ α = X α ∩ X γ is called a Richardson variety. It can be seen easily that the set consisting of all pairs of elements of I(d) becomes an indexing set for Richardson varieties in M d (V ). It can also be shown that X γ α is nonempty if and only if α ≤ γ; that for β ∈ I(d), e β ∈ X γ α if and only if α ≤ β ≤ γ.
3 Statement of the problem and a strategy of the proof
Initial statement of the problem
The problem that is tackled in this paper is this: We consider the ideal of the tangent cone at any T -fixed point of a Richardson variety in the Symplectic Grassmannian. We give an explicit gröbner basis for this ideal. The answer to this problem is given in theorem 3.6.3 below.
For the rest of this paper, α, β, γ are arbitrarily fixed elements of I(d) such that α ≤ β ≤ γ. So, the problem tackled in this paper can be restated as follows: Given the Richardson variety X γ α in M d (V ) and the T -fixed point e β in it, find a gröbner basis for the ideal of functions vanishing on the tangent cone at e β to X γ α , with respect to some conveniently chosen term order. The tangent cone being a subvariety of the tangent space at e β to M d (V ), we first choose a convenient set of coordinates for the tangent space. But for that we need to fix some notation.
Basic notation
For this subsection, let us fix an arbitrary element v of I(d). We will be dealing extensively with ordered pairs (r, c), 1 ≤ r, c ≤ 2d, such that r is not and c is an entry of v. Let R(v) denote the set of all such ordered pairs, that is,
We will refer to d v as the diagonal. We will be considering monomials in some of these sets. The definitions of a monomial in a set, the degree of a monomial, the intersection of two monomials in a set, a monomial being contained in another, and monomial minus of one monomial from another are as given in §3.2 of [7] .
3.3 The ideal of the tangent cone to X γ α at e β Let β be the element of I(d) which was fixed at the beginning of this section. Consider the matrix of size 2d × d whose columns are numbered by the entries of β, the rows by {1, . . . , 2d}, the rows corresponding to the entries of β form the d × d identity matrix and, the remaining d rows form a matrix whose entries are X (r,c) such that (r, c) ∈ R(β), where X (r,c) = −X (c * ,r * ) if either r > d and c * < d or r < d and c * > d, and X (r,c) = X (c * ,r * ) otherwise.
is an affine space whose coordinate ring can be taken to be the polynomial ring in variables of the form X (r,c) with (r, c) ∈ OR(β).
For θ ∈ I(d, 2d), consider the submatrix of the above mentioned matrix given by the rows numbered θ \ β and columns numbered β \ θ. Let f θ,β denote the determinant of this submatrix. Clearly, f θ,β is a homogeneous polynomial in the variables X (r,c) where (r, c) ∈ OR(β). Let w = (x, y) be an admissible pair (as defined in definition 3.3 of [4] ). For any admissible pair w, let us denote by f w,β the polynomial f θ,β where, w → (θ, θ # ) by the association given in Proposition 
We are interested in the tangent cone to X 
The term order
We now specify the term order ⊲ on monomials in the coordinate functions {X (r,c) |(r, c) ∈ OR(β)} with respect to which the initial ideal of the ideal I of the tangent cone is to be taken.
Let > be a total order on OR(β) satisfying the following condition:
Let ⊲ be the term order on monomials in OR(β) given by the homogeneous lexicographic order with respect to >.
Extended β-chains and extended upper β-chains
Let β be the element of I(d) which was fixed at the beginning of this section. For elements λ = (R, C), µ = (r, c) of R(β), we write λ > µ if R > r and C < c (Note that these are strict inequalities). A sequence
Note that an extended β-chain can also be empty. Letting C to be an extended β-chain, we define C + := C ∩ N(β) and
. We call C + (resp. C − ) the positive (resp. negative) parts of the extended β-chain C. We call an extended β-chain C positive (resp. negative) if C = C + (resp. C = C − ). The extended β-chain C is called nonvanishing if at least one of its positive or negative parts is non-empty. Clearly then, every non-empty extended β-chain is non-vanishing. An extended β-chain that lies completely in OR(β) is called an extended upper β-chain. We similarly define extended upper positive and extended upper negative β-chains.
Theorem 3.5.2. Given any extended upper β-chain C, the elements top(w(C + )) and bot(w(C − )) of I(d, 2d) in fact belong to I(d).
Proof: Let (C ∪C # ) + and (C ∪C # ) − denote the positive and negative parts respectively of the multiset C ∪C # . We know that BRSK(C ∪C # ) is equal to the notched bitableau obtained by placing the notched bitableau BRSK((C∪C # ) − ) on top of the notched bitableau BRSK((C ∪ C # ) + ). We also know from corollary 3.0.1 of [5] 
+ is a special monomial in the sense of definition 4.4 of [4] . Therefore, it follows from the proof given in §4.1 of [4] that all the elements of I(d, 2d) corresponding to all the rows of BRSK((C ∪ C # ) + ) in fact belong to I(d). In particular, the element P C r − Q C r = top(w(C + )) also belongs to I(d) (where, the meaning attached to P C r − Q C r is given in §4 of [2] ). The proof of the fact that bot(w(C − )) belongs to I(d) is similar.
The main theorem and a strategy of the proof
Recall that the ideal of the tangent cone to X γ α at e β is the ideal I given by equation 3.3.1. Let ⊲ be as in 3.4. For any element f ∈ I, let in ⊲ f denote the initial term of f with respect to the term order ⊲. We define in ⊲ I to be the ideal in ⊲ f | f ∈ I inside the polynomial ring We now briefly sketch the proof of Theorem 3.6.3 (omitting details). To prove theorem 3.6.3, we wish to show that in any degree, the number of monomials of in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) is at least as great as the number of monomials of in ⊲ I (the other inequality being trivial). Equivalently, we need to prove that in any degree, the number of monomials of P \ in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) is no greater than the number of monomials of P \ in ⊲ I. Both the monomials of P \ in ⊲ I and the standard monomials on Y γ α (β) form a basis for P/I, and thus agree in cardinality in any degree. Therefore, it suffices to prove that, in any degree, the number of monomials of P \ in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) is less than or equal to the number of standard monomials on Y γ α (β). In this paper, we consider two sets, namely, the set of all "non-vanishing special multisets on β × β bounded by T α , W γ " and the set of all "non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β) * bounded by T α , W γ ". The meaning attached to these two sets is given in §4 below. In section 5 below, we will first show that there exists a degree doubling injection from the set of all monomials of P \ in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) to the former set. Then we will show that, there exists a degree-halving injection from the latter set (namely, the set of all "non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β) * bounded by T α , W γ ") to the set of all standard monomials on Y γ α (β). And then we will prove that the map BRSK of [2] is a degree preserving bijection from the former set to the latter. This will complete the proof.
The two sets
As mentioned towards the end of the previous section, the two sets under consideration are "non-vanishing special multisets on β × β bounded by T α , W γ " and "non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β) * bounded by T α , W γ . We will now explain the meaning of these two sets.
Let α, β, γ be as before. Let I β be as defined in §8 of [2] . Let I * β be the subset of I β consisting of all pairs (R, S) such that R = S * . Clearly then, the map (R, S) → R − S is a bijection from I * β to I(d). (Indeed, the inverse map is given by θ → (θ \ β, β \ θ)). Let (R α , S α ) and (R γ , S γ ) be the preimages of α and γ respectively under the bijection from I * β to I(d). Define T α and W γ to be any subsets of β × β such that (T α ) ( 
A non-vanishing multiset on β × β bounded by T α , W γ has the same meaning as in [2] . Such a multiset S is called special if moreover, the following two properties are satisfied:
(ii) the multiplicity of any diagonal element in S is even.
Remark 4.0.1. Note that given any non-empty monomial U in OR(β), one can naturally get a special multiset on β × β out of it, namely, U ∪ U # . Conversely, given any special multiset S on β × β, we can naturally get hold of a monomial √ S in OR(β). Define √ S to be the monomial in OR(β) given by the following recipe: Replace those (r, c) of S with r > c * by (c * , r * ) and then take the (positive) square root in the sense of §4 of [4] .
A non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux on β × β bounded by T α , W γ has the same meaning as in [2] . Such a notched bitableaux (P, Q) is said to be on (β × β)
* if moreover, the following 4 conditions are satisfied: (i) P i = Q * i for every row number i of (P, Q).
(ii) The total number of rows in P (or Q) is either even or, it is odd but
where n + p is the total number of rows in P (or Q) and (P i , Q i ) (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the negative part of (P, Q) and, (P n+i , Q n+i ) (for 1 ≤ i ≤ p) is the positive part of (P, Q). Let us denote by δ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ δn + p + 1 the sequence P 1 − Q 1 ≤ · · · ≤ P n − Q n ≤ β ≤ P n+1 − Q n+1 ≤ · · · ≤ P n+p − Q n+p , where n + p is odd. (iii) Either the total number of rows of P (or Q) is even and the ǫ-degrees (where ǫ = (1, 2, . . . , d) ∈ I(d)) of P j − Q j and P j+1 − Q j+1 are equal for each j odd. Or the total number of rows in P (or Q) is odd (say, n + p) and the ǫ-degrees of δ j and δ j+1 are equal for each j odd, where the δ j 's are as mentioned in item (ii) above.
(iv) The total number of boxes in P (or Q) is even.
The proof
Theorem 5.0.1. There exists a degree doubling injection from the set of all monomials of P \ in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) to the set of all non-vanishing special multisets on β × β bounded by T α , W γ .
Proof: Clearly, we have
or by any x C − (where C − is a negative upper extended β−chain such that
Observe now that since the bijection of Proposition 4.1 of [4] respects domination, and Corollary 3.0.1 of [5] holds true, therefore C
A similar argument will show that T α C − implies α bot(w(C − )). So we now have:
where the last ⇔ follows because bot(w(C − )) and top(w(C + )) are the two elements of I(d) (as mentioned in 3.5.1) obtained by applying the map BRSK to the monomial C ∪ C # , and the map BRSK preserves domination. Observe now that given any extended β-chain D in U ∪ U # , we can naturally get hold of an extended upper β-chain C (in U ) from it in the following way: Note that D is an extended β-chain in the monomial C ∪C # . So if the monomial
Therefore,
The map U → U ∪ U # from the set of all monomials of P \ in ⊲ G γ α,β (good) to the set of all non-vanishing special multisets on β × β bounded by T α , W γ is the required degree-doubling injection. We define the degree of f to be the sum of the β-degrees of w 1 , . . . , w r where, given any admissible pair w = (x, y), the β-degree of w is defined to be Proof: Given any non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux (P, Q) on (β × β) * , let P 1 , . . . , P r (resp. Q 1 , . . . , Q r ) denote the rows of P (resp. Q) from top to bottom. If r is even (say, r = 2s), then let us denote by
If r is odd (say, r = 2s − 1), then let us denote by
is the negative part of (P, Q) and, (P j , Q j ) (for n+1 ≤ j ≤ 2m−1) is the positive part of (P, Q). We can then form
It is now easy to verify that (P, Q) is a non-vanishing, semistandard, notched bitableaux on (β ×β)
Moreover, the degree of (P, Q) equals the total number of boxes in P (or Q). The total number of boxes in P clearly equals Σ r i=1 |(P i − Q i ) \ β|, which in turn equals Σ 2s l=1 |µ l \ β|, which in turn equals twice the degree of f (µ2,µ1),β · · · f (µ2s,µ2s−1),β . The map (P, Q) → f (µ2,µ1),β · · · f (µ2s,µ2s−1),β is the required degree-halving injection.
Theorem 5.0.6. The map BRSK of [2] is a degree-preserving bijection from the set of all non-vanishing special multisets on β × β bounded by T α , W γ to the set of all non-vanishing semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β) * bounded by T α , W γ .
Proof: The fact that the map BRSK of [2] is degree-preserving is obvious from lemma 6.3 of [2] itself. For the rest of this proof, we will follow the notation and terminology of §4.1 of [4] as well as the notation and terminology of [2] .
There exists a natural injection from SM β,β to SM β,β as given in §4.1 of [4] .
Let A β,β denote the image of SM β,β in SM β,β under this injection. Let E denote the set of all special monomials in T β . The mapπ of [1] is a degree and domination preserving bijection between the sets E and A β,β . The set E is the same as the set of all positive special multisets on β × β and, the set A β,β is in a natural bijection (induced by the bijective map from I * β to I(d)) with the set of all positive semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β)
* . Also, we know from corollary 3.0.1 of [5] that the map BRSK of [2] and the mapπ of [1] are the same on positive multisets on β × β. Moreover, it follows from [2] (see lemma 7.2 of [2] and the fact that inside the proof of Proposition 2.3 of [2] , the inequality b is actually an equality) that a positive multiset U on β × β is bounded by ∅, W γ if and only if BRSK(U ) is bounded by ∅, W γ . Therefore, we can now conclude that the map BRSK of [2] is a degree-preserving bijection from the set of all positive special multisets on β × β bounded by ∅, W γ to the set of all positive semistandard notched bitableaux on (β × β) * bounded by ∅, W γ . The proof for the negative part is similar. For the negative part, the multisets (as well as the notched bitableaux) will be bounded by T α , ∅ instead. The proof of theorem 3.6.3 now follows easily from theorems 5.0.1, 5.0.5 and 5.0.6.
